**Light Saber Orb Challenge**
Use pool noodles and electrical/duct tape for light sabers to keep orbs (balloons) in the air.

**Bombing the Death Star**
A corn hole board with a death star on it made out of silver card stock.

**Navigating through Storm Trooper laser fire:**
Red yarn attached to the ground with tent stakes, or 3-D between trees or other outdoor items.

**Stepping over lava blobs:**
Cover a board with a disposable red tablecloth, nail orange and red balloons.

**Blast Darth Vader and the Storm Trooper:**
Nail two masks to a board, kids fire at them with small nerf guns.

**Launch space fliers (frisbees) or toss meteors (balls or rocks):**
Using a mini frisbee golf or ladderball set, kids toss frisbees in or through.

**Han Solo Says (AKA Star Wars version of Simon Says)**
Direct kids to do things like using the force, jumping, ducking, running in place, etc...

**Kyber Crystal Hunt**
Tunnel toy with crystals scattered throughout.